
Understanding craft beer, as with anything, 
requires time, patience and practice. It’s 
great to taste as widely as possible to get 
an appreciation for the different styles and 
brews out there. Don’t count stouts out 
because you don’t normally like dark beers, 
a good researcher doesn’t count anything 
out before testing! If you find a beer you 
like, try tasting similar beers from other 
breweries to get an appreciation for the 
different ways the same style can be made. 
And most importantly, enjoy yourself. 
Loving craft beer doesn’t need to be 
difficult, so don’t be overwhelmed by 
the terminology and quantity of brews 
available. Don’t feel like you need to 
know all the buzzwords – that will 
literally make you sound like a dickhead. 
Craft beer lovers enjoy talking about 
beer as much as vegans love talking 
about veganism and cross-fitters love 
talking about … whatever it is they do. 
Don’t be afraid to ask questions, make 
mistakes and drink lots and lots of 
beer. The journey of 10,000 miles – 
or hours?! – starts with a single step 
so jump in and enjoy. Cheers!

This is a great way to sample a variety of 
beers – and avoid being that person who’s 
there to swindle as many free samples as 
they can. To look like a pro with a tasting 
paddle, remember to taste from light to 
heavy. Now, this is the slightly tricky 
part, as it doesn’t always mean light in 
colour, but in flavour. A cheat for this is 
to remember that flavour generally tracks 
fairly closely to alcohol content. This is 
an imprecise guide, but it’s a good trick 
if you’re worried about looking like a 
dickhead. Luckily your friendly bartender 
will normally do the heavy lifting and 
arrange your tasting paddle from light 
to heavy – aren’t bartenders great?! 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
I once heard that if you did anything 
for 10,000 hours you would master 
it. At this stage I think I’ve probably 
spent close to 10,000 hours mastering 
my beer drinking – although on paper 
I call that getting a Bachelor and 
Master’s degree – and I have confidence, 
armed with these tips, you can too. 

for wine-drinkers. I can smell perfectly well 
without sticking my nose into a glass like 
a hungry bird, closing my eyes and letting 
forth the kind of massive sigh you might 
expect from an elderly, half-naked man in 
a Bikram class. I have faith you can too. 

TASTE FROM LIGHT TO HEAVY 

When I go to a brewery I always want 
to try as many beers as possible. And 
while I can hold my beer pretty well – yes 
Mum, I’m humble-bragging about being 
a high-functioning alcoholic – I find the 
best way to do this is with a tasting paddle. 

LEARN TO LOVE HOPS
If I believed in God, hops would be His/
Her gift to beer. Let me explain. Most 
beers are made from nothing more than 
grain, water, hops, and yeast. This rather 
thin guest list leaves a lot of heavy lifting 
for the hops, which are the major flavour 
engine in most beers, adding bitterness 
and a variety of other characteristics. 
So whether you love a hoppy Double 
IPA or prefer a smooth Stout, it’s always 
interesting to remember the crucial role 
this little plant plays in every beer you taste. 

GLASS OR BOTTLE? 
There’s nothing like popping the lid off a 
beer and swigging straight from the bottle 
after a long day’s work. Before I discovered 
craft beer I secretly thought that people 
who insisted on pouring their beer into a 
glass were kind of, well, wankers. But I’m 
not ashamed to admit when I’m wrong, 
so if you love craft beer – or want to learn 
to love it – pour it in a glass. This tells 
you a lot about the beer you’re about to 
drink: its colour can give you an idea of 
its maltiness, while the texture of the head 
can indicate creaminess and mouthfeel. 
But there’s another very important reason 
to drink from a glass – the aroma! 

SMELL THAT AROMA! 
Aroma plays a massive role in how we 
perceive flavour. If you’ve ever tried to eat 
while suffering from one of those dreaded 
Melbourne winter colds you’ll know what I 
mean. Drinking beer straight from a bottle 
is essentially cutting off your sense of smell 
and significantly changes the way the beer 
tastes. Also make sure you’re pouring the 
beer with enough head. The amount of 
head varies from beer to beer but normally 
about an inch is a good rule of thumb. 
So pour out that beer and appreciate that 
beauty in all its glory. And here I’ll issue 
another No Dickhead Policy reminder, 
you can appreciate the aroma without 
making a big song and dance of it – that’s 
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